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A low-power, high-sensitivity micromachined optical magnetometer
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We demonstrate an optical magnetometer based on a microfabricated 87Rb vapor cell in a
micromachined silicon sensor head. The alkali atom density in the vapor cell is increased by heating
the cell with light brought to the sensor through an optical fiber, and absorbed by colored filters
attached to the cell windows. A second fiber-optically coupled beam optically pumps and interrogates
the atoms. The magnetometer operates on 140 mW of heating power and achieves a sensitivity
below 20 fT/冑Hz throughout most of the frequency band from 15 Hz to 100 Hz. Such a sensor can
C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
measure magnetic fields from the human heart and brain. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4770361]
Optical (or atomic) magnetometers1 are based on optical
detection of the precession of an ensemble of electronic or
nuclear spins in a magnetic field. Over the last fifteen years,
considerable progress has been made in understanding the
underlying physics that limits the performance of instruments based on room-temperature vapor cells. The best optical magnetometers currently achieve sensitivities below
1 fT/冑Hz in both a low-field vector mode of operation2 and a
high-field scalar mode.3 The development of optical magnetometers using new excitation methods,4 new mechanisms
that reduce spin relaxation,5,6 and in new atomic systems
such as Bose-Einstein condensates7 and nitrogen vacancy
centers in diamond8 is also underway. In parallel, optical
magnetometer sensor technology based on vapor cells has
progressed considerably beyond what is currently available
commercially. For example, fiber-optically coupled sensors
have been developed9 for robust operation outside the laboratory and achieved a resolution under 1 pT. In addition
“chip-scale” optical magnetometers10 based on microfabricated vapor cells have demonstrated a sensitivity of a few
pT/冑Hz in integrated physics packages of volume under
20 mm3.11 Table-top measurements have shown that microfabricated vapor cells can support sensitivities of 5 fT/冑Hz12
in a low-field environment. Microfabricated sensor heads
combine the fabrication and cost advantages of silicon
micromachining with multi-sensor system scalability and
non-magnetic and largely non-metallic design. Fiber-optic
coupling to the sensor heads allows remotely located lasers
and control/detection electronics to drive many sensors
simultaneously while avoiding interference of electriccurrent-induced fields with the sensing volume. This sensor
design has shown sensitivities in the pT/冑Hz range in microtesla background fields13 and sub-pT/冑Hz sensitivities in
fields below 1 nT.14
One important emerging application of optical magnetometers is the measurement of magnetic fields produced by
the human body, particularly those originating in the heart or
brain. While high-sensitivity magnetometers based on Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) have
traditionally dominated this field, optical magnetometers
offer the considerable advantage that no cryogenic cooling is
required. Both magnetocardiography (MCG)15 and magneto0003-6951/2012/101(24)/241105/4/$30.00

encephalography (MEG)16 with optical magnetometers have
been demonstrated.
The signal to noise ratio of an optical magnetometer
improves with increasing atomic density in the vapor cell. A
higher cell temperature is therefore desirable. This is usually
achieved by resistive heating of an electrical conductor surrounding or in contact with the vapor cell; these conducting
elements produce residual, time-varying magnetic fields and
noise. Optical heating through absorption of light by some
element of the cell allows for sensor heads with no electrical
conductors. In previous work,13 in which the cell walls were
optically heated, much of the heating light was scattered
and/or reflected from the cell surface, resulting in inefficient
heating; several hundred milliwatts of light power was
required to heat the cells to their operating temperature. This
problem was exacerbated by poor thermal isolation of the
cell from the supporting frame. We describe here a lowpower, fiber-optically coupled optical magnetometer based
on microfabricated 87Rb vapor cells, in which the vapor cell
was heated by absorption of light by filters attached to the
cell windows. Attention to thermal design and vacuum packaging allowed the cells to be heated to their operating temperature with less than 150 mW of input optical power per
sensor in a room-temperature environment.
One such sensor head is shown in Figure 1(a) and was
assembled from several layers of micromachined silicon,
each 0.5 mm to 2 mm thick. A schematic illustrating the
overall design is shown in Figure 1(b). At the center of the
sensor was a micromachined alkali vapor cell (not shown in
Figure 1(a)) of interior volume (1.5 mm)3, containing isotopically pure 87Rb, and a buffer gas of N2 at a number density
of about 1 amagat. The optical heating was accomplished by
attaching an optical filter to each window of the cell. The
two filters were made from Schott RG-917 colored glass that
absorbs light at 1.5 lm with an attenuation length of approximately 0.3 mm, while largely transmitting light at the wavelength of the Rb D1 line at 795 nm. The filter thicknesses of
0.25 mm for the entrance window and 1 mm for the exit window for the heating light were chosen such that equal amount
of the incident optical power was absorbed in each filter. The
absorption of the 1.5 lm light allowed the cell to be heated
to an operating temperature of 150  C, as measured by the
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FIG. 1. (a) Photograph of the microfabricated, fiber-optically coupled magnetometer sensor head. The volume of a cuboid that would entirely enclose
the assembled sensor head is 0.36 cm3. The probe light fiber is held in structure A, the cell in structure B, and the photodetector and heating light fiber
in structure C. (b) Schematic of the sensor head assembly, showing the vapor
cell illuminated from above by the probe light (solid red line) and from
below by the heating light (dashed green line). PM: Polarizationmaintaining optical fiber; MM: multi-mode optical fiber; L1, L2: lenses; P:
reflecting prisms; QWP: quarter-wave plate; VAC: evacuated enclosure; S:
polyimide web; F: optical filter; C: vapor cell; D: dichroic mirror; PD:
photodiode.

on-resonance optical absorption by unpolarized atoms, with
an incident power of 140 mW.
In order to thermally isolate the cell from the environment, the cell substructure was mounted using lowoutgassing epoxy on a 50 lm thick polyimide web that
suspended the cell from a micromachined layered silicon/
glass/silicon frame.18 In order to reduce the distance between
the sensing volume and the outer surface of the sensor-head
to 2.5 mm, the cell was positioned off-center with respect to
the frame in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the light. The sensitive volume could be placed
very close to a magnetic field source which results in
increased magnetic signal strength compared, for example,
with SQUID magnetometers that usually require a much
larger stand-off distance. The suspended cell was sealed
within an evacuated enclosure formed by anodically bonding
two borosilicate glass windows to the silicon frame. A small
quantity of barium deposited inside the enclosure and activated under vacuum during the bonding process, served as a
getter to maintain a light vacuum around the cell and reduce
conduction and convection of heat from the cell to the frame.
We estimate that at cell temperatures above 150  C, radiation
was a major contributor to the heat loss from the cell. In
addition to decreasing the operating power, good thermal
isolation between the cell and the environment is important
for magnetic measurements of many biological samples
(such as the human body) that cannot be placed in direct contact with the heated cell without being damaged.
Probe light at 795 nm from a distributed feedback (DFB)
laser was coupled into the cell from a polarizationmaintaining single-mode optical fiber. Light transmitted
through the cell was focused and redirected by a dichroic
mirror onto a silicon PIN photodiode attached to the bottom
of the structure, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). The current
from the sensor photodiode was carried through a twisted
pair of wires to a remotely located transimpedance amplifier.
A multi-mode optical fiber with a core diameter of 200 lm
coupled light at 1.5 lm, originating from a diode laser and
amplified by an Er-doped fiber amplifier, to the cell. This
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light was transmitted to the sensor head through the dichroic
mirror such that it was counter-propagating with the probe
light and absorbed by the optical filters mounted on the cell.
No active control of the heating light power or the probe
laser power or frequency was implemented for operation of
the sensor in the laboratory environment, although we anticipate such control would be needed for operation in the field,
where larger temperature variation is present.
The cell temperature was sufficiently high that at ambient fields under 1 lT, relaxation due to spin-exchange collisions, which is often dominant at high temperatures, was
strongly suppressed.6 The on-resonance circularly polarized
light optically pumped the atoms and created a zero-field resonance as a function of magnetic field in the transmitted
power.19 The inset of Figure 2 shows the magnetic resonance
as the fractional transmission of the probe light. A dispersive
resonance is created through the application of an AC magnetic field transverse to the direction of propagation of the
probe light oscillating at a frequency of 1.8 kHz and with an
amplitude of 250 nT. This field was applied by a pair of
lithographically patterned Helmholtz coils located on the
outer surface of the sensor, and shown in Figure 1(a). Phasesensitive detection at the first harmonic allows for operation
at zero field with high signal-to-noise ratio.
The sensitivity of the magnetometer was measured by
placing the sensor in a five-layer cylindrical magnetic shield.
The shield was made of high-permeability metal except the
innermost layer which was assembled from ferrite.20 The
shielding factor was estimated to be >105, and the thermal
magnetic field noise21 originating from the innermost metallic shield layer was estimated to be 6 fT/冑Hz. The reduction
of the magnetic noise originating with the metal layers by
the ferrite layer was unknown, but the sensor noise was
measured to be a factor of three above this thermal noise
estimate, and the in-phase and out-of-phase noise levels
were similar, indicating that the shield noise was not limiting
the measurement.

FIG. 2. Noise equivalent magnetic field measured in the sensor for the inphase (blue solid line) and out-of-phase (red dashed line) lock-in output signals. The solid straight line shows a sensitivity of 16 fT/冑Hz. The inset
shows a typical magnetic resonance signal as the fractional optical power
transmitted through the vapor cell as a function of magnetic field.
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The DC field inside the shield was tuned to approximately zero, and the noise in the lock-in output was measured to characterize the sensitivity. The noise spectrum from
both in-phase and out-of-phase lock-in signals is shown in
Figure 2. Excluding a few environment-related narrow-band
peaks, the sensor noise is below 20 fT/冑Hz in the band from
15 Hz to 100 Hz, increasing at low frequencies to above
1 pT/冑Hz at 0.1 Hz. The relative intensity noise of the laser
was 130 dB/Hz at the detected power level of 20 lW,
which is about a factor of two higher than the calculated photon shot-noise for this power. The photon-shot-noise-limited
sensitivity of the magnetometer is therefore about 8 fT/冑Hz.
The sensitivity of 20 fT/冑Hz is considerably better than
earlier fiber-optically coupled micromachined magnetometers,22 particularly at low frequencies, because the probe
light is detected with a photodiode placed directly on the
sensor head as opposed to being coupled off the sensor with
an optical fiber. This design change results in a higher detection efficiency of the power transmitted through the cell and
reduced noise due to propagation through the fiber itself.
However, the sensitivity is also a factor of four worse than
previous measurements using microfabricated vapor cells in
table-top experiments,12 which used independent, orthogonally propagating pump and probe fields, and optical polarimetry. This degradation in sensitivity is a result of two main
factors: (a) the inability to independently optimize the
detunings of the pump and probe fields, and (b) the lower
signal-to-noise ratio obtained with absorption measurements
compared with polarimetry. The resonance widths here are
about the same as those in Ref. 12. We note that the considerably better sensitivities obtained in other experiments2 are
due in part to much narrower magnetic resonances in the
much larger vapor cells, and in part to better signal-to-noise
detection of the resonances through polarimetry.
The magnetometer could be operated at the sensitivity
levels described above with 140 mW of heating light power
at the output of the fiber amplifier. This is an improvement
over previous sensor designs,13 in which the volume surrounding the sensor head was not evacuated and required
about 450 mW of heating power for steady-state operation at
150  C. From measurements of the cell heating with a freespace laser before assembly of the integrated optics, we estimate that 15% of this heat laser power is not coupled as heat
into the cell assembly, but is instead lost due the optical fiber
interconnects, reflections from glass surfaces, and misalignment of heating light on the sensor. We estimate that the
power conducted through the tethers at the operating temperature is below 5 mW. We consider black-body radiation to
be an important limit for power dissipation in these types of
sensors, which the device described here has come close to
reaching. According to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, a rectangular cuboid at 150  C of dimensions 2.5 mm  2.5 mm
 3.35 mm with an emissivity of unity radiates 65 mW into
an ambient temperature of 20  C. While low-emissivity coatings and baffles can be used to reduce the radiated power further, such design features may be expensive to implement in
a microfabricated device technology that is broadly used in
real-world applications. The remainder of the dissipated
power (about 50 mW) is presumably lost through the conduction of heat through residual gas in the evacuated enclosure,
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although further studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis. We believe that this last heat loss mechanism can be
entirely mitigated with an improved vacuum packaging
process.
Three additional sensors similar to that shown in
Figure 1(a) were fabricated and operated together with the
first. All four sensors were simultaneously driven by a single
heating laser and a single probe laser, with the light from each
laser divided between the sensors with 1  4 fiber-optic splitters. The optical power levels transmitted to each sensor for
each wavelength were adjusted once at the beginning of the
measurement with a mechanical control on the splitter and not
adjusted subsequently. The sensors were modulated at frequencies mutually differing by more than 200 Hz to avoid
cross-talk. All sensors achieved a sensitivity below 25 fT/冑Hz
in the band 15 Hz–100 Hz and below 100 fT/冑Hz at 1 Hz.
We anticipate this sensor technology will be important
for a variety of biomagnetic measurements, including measurements of heart and brain magnetic fields. The approximate magnitude of these fields measured outside the body is
in the range of 100 pT and 1 pT, respectively, and the
required measurement bandwidths are on the order of
500 Hz. The sensor technology demonstrated here will be
much less expensive to produce and less cumbersome to
operate than the SQUID-based magnetometer technology
used almost exclusively for these measurements until now.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the magnetometer sensitivity
obtained here with the typical sensitivity of magnetometers
in a commercial SQUID-based magnetoencephalography
system23. Also shown is the typical brain field signal, including the “alpha rhythm” peak at 10 Hz, estimated from
SQUID measurements and renormalized for the closer standoff distance made possible by the small size of the sensor.24
We therefore anticipate that the sensor described here could
detect real-time (i.e., with no averaging) brain alpha-rhythm

FIG. 3. Comparison of the equivalent magnetic noise measured with our optical magnetometers (Trace C, blue) with that of a typical commercial
SQUID magnetometer (Trace D, red). Also shown is the average of the spectra of 102 SQUID magnetometers in a helmet-shaped sensory array positioned 18 mm above the scalp, measuring the magnetic field produced by a
typical human brain (Trace B, green). The red hatched region (A) shows the
expected enhancement of this brain spectrum for a sensor placed 2.5 mm
above the scalp (see Ref. 24 for additional details). The SQUID (Trace D,
red) and brain field (Trace B, green) data were originally presented in
Ref. 23.
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activity with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 10. Medically
relevant signals such as those due to epileptic activity are
much larger than the “typical” brain field spectrum shown in
Figure 3 and could be detected correspondingly more easily.
We note that previous measurements25 using similar sensors
with a sensitivity 200 fT/冑Hz clearly resolved alpharhythm activity with no averaging; a broader range of MEG
signals and features could be resolved with the sensor
described here because of its improved sensitivity.
In conclusion, we have developed a low-power, microfabricated, fiber-optically coupled sensor head that achieves
a sensitivity below 20 fT/冑Hz. Four such sensors were fabricated, each running on less than 150 mW of heating power,
and operated simultaneously with a single pair of heating
and probe lasers. This type of instrument offers increased
potential for low-cost production because of the lithographically defined silicon structure and may be particularly important in applications where large numbers of sensors are
needed, such as biomagnetic imaging.
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